
    

 

 

 

Notification form to report the acquisition or disposal of a voting share or voting right pursuant to Section 61 of 

the Capital Markets Act 

 

1. Name of the issuer or original issuer of existing shares to which voting rights are attached: AKKO Invest Nyrt. 

2. Reason for notification (tick the appropriate box (es)): 

X Acquisition or disposal of voting rights 

[ ] the purchase or sale of financial assets that may result in the acquisition of shares already issued to which voting 

rights are attached 

[ ] An event that changes the distribution of voting rights 

3. Full name of the person(s) required to notify: Chantili Invest Zrt. 

4. Full name of the shareholder(s) (if different from the person referred to in point 3): - 

5. Date of the transaction and date of exceeding or reaching the threshold: 16.12.2022 

6. Threshold(s) exceeded or reached: decreased, 15% threshold 

7. Reported data: 

Voting rights attached to shares 

Class / type of shares  
(preferably using the ISIN code) 

Situation prior to the triggering 
transaction 

Situation following the trigger transaction 

Number of 
shares 

Number of 
voting rights 

Number of 
shares 

Number of voting rights Percentage of voting 
rights 

Direct Direct Indirect Direct Indirect 

AKKO Invest Nyrt. 5.208.660 piece 5.208.660 piece  4.708.660 
piece 

4.708.660 
piece 

0  14,52 % 0% 

Ordinary share 

HU0000170824 

A) SUBTOTAL (based on 
aggregation of voting rights) 

5.208.660 piece 5.208.660 piece 4.708.660 
piece 

4.708.660 
piece 

0  14,52 % 0% 

8. If relevant, the chain of controlled companies through which the voting rights and / or financial assets are actually held The 

actual owner of Chantili Invest Zrt. is  Mr. György Ádámosi (2 impasse des Carriéres, Monaco).  

9. In the case of proxy voting: - 

10. Additional information, if any: - 

 

Date: Budapest, 16 December, 2022 

  



    

 

Annex to the form 

(a) Identification of the notifier: 

Full name (in case of legal entities together with the legal form): Chantili Invest Zrt. 

Address (in case of legal entities, registered office): 1124 Budapest, Lejtő út 17/A. 

E-mail address: chantilizrt@gmail.com  

Other relevant information (at least one contact person in case of legal entities): Mónika Szilvia Altmann 

(b) Identification of the notifier (if different from the person referred to in point (a)): 

Full name:  

Address:  

Phone number:  

Other relevant information (eg nature of the relationship with the notifier):  

 

Date: Budapest, 16 December, 2022 


